
 
English-Zone.Com       Pronunciation Worksheet 
ODD ONE OUT - Vowels: [U], and [uw] (could/cool) 

NAME:___________________ 
DATE:______________

 
One word in each group does not have the same vowel sound as the other words. Find it! 

  A B C D 
Ex. cool  noodle food could  who 

1. boot  book moon move Luke 

2. put  look soon soot woman 

3. include  suit truth blue cook 

4. stood  Luke soot should hood 

5. fool  do you pull new 

6. could  sugar good put two 

7. group  would choose fool revolution 

8. should  woman wood bruise foot 

9. suit  hood dude true tooth 

10.  blue  stewed soot sued through 

11. cook  would push look mood 

12.  who’d  knew stool hood shooed 

13.  two  tool took beauty juice 

14.  wood  pull cook rude would 

15.  through  should rude to threw 
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English-Zone.Com       Pronunciation Worksheet 
ODD ONE OUT - Vowels: [U], and [uw] (could/cool) 

-ANSWER KEY-

 
One word in each group does not have the same vowel sound as the other words. Find it! 

  A B C D 
Ex. cool C noodle food could  who 

1. boot A book moon move Luke 

2. put B look soon soot woman 

3. include D suit truth blue cook 

4. stood A Luke soot should hood 

5. fool C do you pull new 

6. could D sugar good put two 

7. group A would choose fool revolution 

8. should C woman wood bruise foot 

9. suit A hood dude true tooth 

10.  blue B stewed soot sued through 

11. cook D would push look mood 

12.  who’d C knew stool hood shooed 

13.  two B tool took beauty juice 

14.  wood C pull cook rude would 

15.  through A should rude to threw 
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